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Emerging Markets
Globalization is increasing more and more — also in research. State-of-the-art
research is carried out not only in scientific hotspots such as the USA, Japan and
Western Europe. Scientists in South America, China and Africa are also working
on complex issues, therefore they need modern analysis systems. For this reason,
more and more regions are hosting special laboratory fairs that take into account
the needs of local scientists. South Africa and Vietnam are examples of such
future science locations. Messe München is organizing two special events in both
regions: Analytica Vietnam from April 3 to 5 and Analytica Lab Africa, held
for the first time from July 9 to 11. These two fairs will certainly bring the science
of the regions forward.

LAB Events

“ There are a lot of

special shows for
the emerging markets
in 2019. ”

D I P L . - C H E M . M A R C P L A T T H A U S , Editor-in-Chief, marc.platthaus@vogel.com

Tea is the most widely consumed hot drink in many regions of the world. However, as with any natural product, there are fluctuations in quality. For this reason it is important to monitor the raw materials with optimal designed analytical
methods. Read how our authors use chromatography to monitor the quality of
tea.
D R . I L K A O T T L E B E N , ilka.ottleben@vogel.de

Mass spectrometry is probably the detection method that has made the greatest
technological leaps in recent decades. While 30 years ago it was only used by
specialists due to its high level of equipment complexity, it is now an indispensable part of routine laboratories. Starting on page 34, our author describes the
development of mass spectrometry systems using the example of quadrupole
MS and future trends.
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C H R I S T I A N L Ü T T M A N N , christian.luetmann@vogel.de

Controlling devices, recording, archiving and analyzing data — nothing works
in the laboratory without software. And even modern high-throughput methods
can’t play off their advantages without efficient software. But what does this mean
for laboratory software? Are cloud applications the key here or can artificial
intelligence or machine learning help with complex research and development
issues? Starting on page 24, our author provides an overview of the current trends
in laboratory software.

CANDOR Bioscience GmbH

D O R I S P O P P , doris.popp@vogel.de
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Non-invasive
Cell Analysis
Constant monitoring of cells // Whether you need to assay cell health, monitor cloning steps or
the efficacy of chemotherapeutics, or even visualize specific interaction processes, cells are always at the focus in every biopharmaceutical lab. Innovative systems such as the Sartorius
IncuCyte S3 live cell analysis system enable you to perform real-time, continuous live cell analysis and gain deeper insights — without ever removing your cell cultures from the incubator.

Source: Sartorius AG

1 Keeps an eye on your
cells at all times: IncuCyte
S3 can be operated within
a standard tissue culture
incubator that provides
precise control of the
temperature, humidity,
CO2 or oxygen. Automatic
system control allows
kinetic growth curves of
labeled or unlabeled cells
to be generated over a
period of more than two
weeks without having to
remove them from the
incubator or restart the
IncuCyte S3 again.

7
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2 Monitoring processes:
IncuCyte S3 enables real-time
non-invasive visualization
and quantification of cell
biological and biochemical
processes such as proliferation, apoptosis, migration,
invasion and chemotaxis of
living cells. Even the growth
of blood vessels or the damage to nerve cells can be
analyzed in more detail.

3 Flexible assembly: The system is compatible with a variety of
standard cell culture products, such as 6-, 12-, 24-, 48-, 96- and
384-well microplates or 35 mm, 60 mm and 100 mm cell culture dishes. It can also be equipped with cell culture flasks (25 — 225 square
centimeters) and microslides from various manufacturers.

8

4 View from inside: IncuCyte S3 features high-resolution phase
contrast and dual fluorescence wavelength optics for the detection
of GFP or m-Cherry, for example. The system uses an objective
revolver with 4x, 10x and 20x magnifying objectives, with which
up to six experiments can be analyzed simultaneously. Image
capture is non-invasive from the underside of the object, e.g.,
a multiwell plate.
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5 Dynamic monitoring: The picture shows an example of the invasive growth of
multiple red-labeled breast cancer cells (MDA-MD231-NL) that form so-called spheroids in matrices over a period of seven days and whose proliferation was successfully
inhibited by a chemotherapeutic agent (camptothecin).

6 IT connectivity: IncuCyte S3 can be connected to a
local network, can be controlled from any computer in
the network and offers an unlimited number of user
licenses. The system has 16 TB of storage capacity in a
RAID array design and can be expanded to 49 TB, if
required.

LAB Info

about the Company:

SARTORIUS / ESSEN BIOSCIENCE
Essen BioScience has been part of the
Sartorius Group since 2017, whose Lab Products & Services Division focuses on premium
laboratory instruments, consumables and services for research and quality assurance laboratories in pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical companies as well as academic research facilities. Learn more about IncuCyte S3
at: www.incucyte.com.

Contact:
Sartorius AG,
Phone +49-551-308-0,
Info: www.sartorius.com
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LAB Summary

Dr. Ilka Ottleben, Editor

THERMAL PAPER RISK?

What's about Bisphenol A — is the well‑known endocrine
disruptor still present in thermal paper receipts we use on a
daily basis? And what's about alternatives like BPS — are
they really less harmfull than BPA? Spanish researchers have
recently analyzed the presence of BPA and BPS in thermal
paper, as well as the hormone‑like activities of those receipts.
These and other exciting news you will find here.

BUSINESS STRATEGY

BASF Presents Aims at
Sustainability
LUDWIGSHAFEN/GERMANY — The new strategy announced
by BASF is concentrating on organic business growth. With the aim
of becoming faster and more flexible, the company intends to significantly simplify structures and processes, sharpen its portfolio
and strengthen the Verbund.
Additionally, the company commits to keeping its greenhouse
gas emissions flat at the 2018 level until 2030 — even though they
are targeting considerable annual production growth. The target
includes planned major investments, such as the new Verbund site
in Guangdong province in southern China. In addition to the target
of CO2-neutral growth until 2030, BASF wants to generate
around 25 billion dollar in sales with Accelerator products in 2025.
These are products that make a substantial sustainability contribution in the value chain.
ott

RISK ANALYSIS

Graphene Flagship Assesses
Safety of Graphene Materials
GÖTEBORG/SWEDEN — The so called Graphene Flagship project
has a dedicated Work Package studying the impact of graphene and
related materials on our health, as well as their environmental impact. This enables safety by design to become a core part of innovation. The work overviews the production and characterisation
methods, and considers different materials, which biological effects
depend on their inherent properties. "One of the key messages is
that this family of materials has varying properties, thus displaying
varying biological effects. It is important to emphasize the need not
only for a systematic analysis of well-characterized graphene-based
materials, but also the importance of using standardised in vitro or
in vivo assays for the safety assessment," says Bengt Fadeel, lead
author of the paper working at Graphene Flagship partner Karolinska Institutet, Sweden.
ott
10

Extended Genetic Basis of
Modern Wheat Species
MADRID/SPAIN — Researchers at the Universidad Politécnica de
Madrid (UPM) and the Plant Genetic Resources Center of Inia have
identified new glutenin subunits which can play a relevant role in
wheat quality. They assessed the glutenin composition of a collection of durum wheat of local varieties that can be useful to extend
the genetic basis of modern wheat cultivars. Durum wheat is a major crop in the Mediterranean basin to produce pasta and some types
of bread. The development of improved varieties of high performance has progressively brought a loss of genetic variability in
crops, including wheat, since the mid-20th century. The glutenins,
proteins found in wheat, are major a determinant of the durum
wheat quality. Determining the glutenin composition is the best
indicator in the technological quality of the flour and its analysis is
essential in durum wheat breeding programs.
ott

DIABETES RESEARCH

May Our Body Cure Itself of
Diabetes in the Future?
Source: Pixabay

Management
and Science

CROP QUALITY

Diabetes is caused by damaged or non-existing insulin cells inability
to produce insulin, a hormone that is necessary in regulating blood
sugar levels.

BERGEN/NORWAY — In collaboration with other international
researchers, scientists at the University of Bergen have discovered
that glucagon producing cells in the pancreas, can change identity
and adapt so that they do the job for their neighbouring damaged
or missing insulin cells. Researcher Luiza Ghila at the Raeder Research Lab, Department of Clinical Science, University of Bergen
(UiB) stated that we are possibly facing the start of a totally new form
of treatment for diabetes, where the body can produce its own insulin, with some start-up help.
The researchers discovered that only about 2% the neighbouring
cells in the pancreas could change identity. However, even that
amount makes them optimistic about potential new treatment approaches. For the first time in history, scientists were able to describe the mechanisms behind the process of cell identity. It turns
out that this is not at passive process, but is a result of signals from
the surrounding cells. In the study, researchers were able to increase the number of insulin producing cells to 5%, by using a drug
that influenced the inter-cell signalling process. Thus far, the results have only been shown in animal models.
ott
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3D-PRINTING

Towards ‘Functionalisation’:
3D-Printing of Gold Microparts

SINGAPORE; POTSDAM/
GERMANY — Nanyang Technological University, Singapore (NTU Singapore) and
Germany’s Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces
(MPICI) have launched a joint
lab to conduct research in artificial senses and develop innovative robotics and healthcare solutions. The jointly
developed solutions include
skin-like wearable devices
that not only monitor health
and environmental conditions NTU Singapore and Germany’s
through smart sensors, but MPICI have launched a joint lab to
also enhance prosthetic devic- conduct research in artificial senses with ‘artificial sensing’ ca- es and develop innovative robotics
pabilities. This would allow and healthcare solutions.
prosthetic devices to restore
rudimentary sensory functions for patients who have lost certain
senses such as after accidents. Leveraging on advanced materials,
‘skin’ electronics, biomedical engineering, and artificial intelligence (AI), the new Max Planck-NTU Joint Laboratory for Artificial
Senses will also look into developing robotic technologies with
sensory capabilities. For example, robots equipped with sensing
feedback can provide customised care by adjusting their interaction
and engagement to suit the patient. The partnership will also conduct research to extend human senses beyond their natural capabilities. This includes developing new sensory technologies that
will allow users to see or hear radar frequencies or microwaves,
smell infections or genetic patterns, or even sense earthquakes.
Such capabilities can help, for example, safety officers detect chemical leaks in a factory, or enabling earlier earthquake warnings. The
joint lab will house 30 NTU and MPICI researchers and staff. Located at NTU, it is also MPICI’s first venture in Southeast Asia.
ott

TWENTE/THE NETHERLANDS — Thanks to a laser technique
that ejects ultra-tiny droplets of metal, it is now possible to print
3D metal structures, not only simple ‘piles’ of droplets, but complex
overhanging structures as well: like a helix of some microns in size,
made of pure gold. By pointing an ultra-short laser pulse onto a
nanometer thin metal film, a tiny metal droplet melts, it is ejected
to its target and solidifies again after landing. The technique, called
laser-induced forward transfer (LIFT), was developed by the University of Twente (UT) researchers. It is promising for other metals
and combinations of metals as well. The scientists expect opportunities for materials used in 3D electronic circuit, micromechanic
devices and sensing in, e.g. biomedical applications. It therefore
is a powerful new production technique on a very small scale: an
important step towards ‘functionalisation’ of 3D printing.
ott

Source:NTU Singapore

Artificial Senses: Joint Lab in
Healthcare and Robotics

MARINE BIOLOGY

Seagrasses — An Underestimated
Buffer Against Climate Change

Zostera marina is the most abundant seagrass species in temperate
waters.

GLOBAL R&D CENTRE

New Research and Development
Centre for Infant Nutrition
ASKEATON/IRELAND — Food company Nestlé has opened its
first Research and Development Centre in Ireland at its existing
manufacturing facility in Limerick. The three-year building programme comprised a capital investment of approx. $ 30 million.
The new R&D centre will focus on scientific research to support
innovations in the development of milk-based maternal and infant
nutrition products for the global market. Over 40 research staff are
employed at the R&D Centre, which is co-located with the company's Wyeth Nutrition manufacturing plant. Wyeth Nutritionals
Ireland produces a range of milk powder products for infants, young
children and mothers for export to world markets. The R&D Centre
incorporates state-of-the-art laboratory facilities as well as a full
pilot-scale manufacturing line to facilitate the development, and
testing of new products.
ott
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TURKU/FINLAND — In a new study spanning coastal areas of the
Northern Hemisphere, a coordinated researcher network led by
MSc Emilia Röhr, Assoc. Prof. Christoffer Boström from Åbo
Akademi University Turku and Prof. Marianne Holmer from University of Southern Denmark explored the magnitude of organic
carbon stocks stored and sequestered by eelgrass (Zostera marina)
meadows — the most abundant seagrass species in temperate waters. The scientists discovered that eelgrass organic carbon stocks
were comparable to organic carbon stocks of tropical seagrass species, as well as mangroves, saltmarshes and terrestrial ecosystems.
On average, eelgrass meadows stored 27.2 tons of organic carbon
per hectare. Although coastal vegetated ecosystems cover only
0.5 % of the seafloor, their storage capacity for so called blue carbon
accounts for more than 55 % of the carbon stored by photosynthetic
activity on Earth. In the marine systems, the blue carbon species
alone account for up to 33 % of the total oceanic CO2 uptake. Despite
the importance of these ecosystems, to date, none of them are included in the global carbon trading programmes. In the past 50
years, at least 1/3rd of their distribution area has been lost.
ott
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Global Distribution Agreement
Between Merck and Roche

Night Owls More Likely to Suffer
from Certain Chronic Diseases

BASEL/SWITZERLAND — Merck and Roche have agreed to renew
their current distribution agreement for the Biochemical Reagents
and Kapa Biosystems product portfolios, as well as select real-time
quantitative PCR & Nucleic Acid Purification products. Under the
agreement, Merck will continue to employ its sales, marketing and
e-commerce expertise, providing customers with continued access
to Roche products. This agreement, initiated between the two life
science industry leaders in 2015 and originally extending to 2020,
will now continue for an additional five years, maintaining global
exclusivity in most regions. The global distribution agreement will
extend through 2025 and is effective January 1, 2019. Roche signed
the global exclusive distribution agreement with Sigma-Aldrich in
July 2015. Following Merck's acquisition of Sigma-Aldrich in the
same year, this agreement became part of Merck
ott

NEWCASTLE/UK — The human body runs on a 24-hour
cycle which is regulated by our
internal clock, which is known
as a circadian rhythm, or
chronotype. This internal
clock regulates many physical
functions, such as telling you
when to eat, sleep and wake.
An individual’s chronotype
leads to people having a natural preference towards waking
early or going to bed late.
In the first ever internation- Night owls may have a higher risk
al review of studies analysing of suffering from heart disease
whether being an early riser or and type 2 diabetes than early
a night owl can influence your risers.
health, researchers amongst
others from Northumbria University have found increasing evidence emerging from studies linking conditions such as heart disease and type 2 diabetes to people with the evening chronotype
— a natural preference for evenings.
People who go to bed later tend to have unhealthier diets, consuming more alcohol, sugars, caffeinated drinks and fast food than
early risers. They consistently report more erratic eating patterns
as they miss breakfast and eat later in the day. This potentially explains why night owls have a higher risk of suffering from chronic
disease. Eating late in the day was also found to be linked to an
increased risk of type 2 diabetes because the circadian rhythm influences the way glucose is metabolised in in the body. Glucose
levels should naturally decline throughout the day and reach their
lowest point at night. However, as night owls often eat shortly before bed, their glucose levels are increased when they are about to
sleep. One study showed that people with an evening preference
were 2.5 times more likely to have type 2 diabetes than those with
a morning preference.
ott

EASTERN GORILLAS

Source: gemeinfrei

Genetic Diversity: Dramatic Loss
in Just a Few Generations

A comparison of historical and modern Grauer’s gorilla genomes
show that the decline in population has led to increased inbreeding
and a loss of genetic variation.

UPPSALA/SWEDEN — ln a new study, a team led by scientists
from Uppsala University and the Swedish Museum of Natural History has used specimens stored in museum collections to analyse
changes in eastern gorilla genomes over the past 100 years. The
scientists found that the genetic diversity in Grauer’s gorilla has
declined significantly in just a few generations Grauer’s gorillas are
found in the Democratic Republic of the Congo and have declined
by 80 % in recent decades due to poaching and habitat destruction.
The results from the comparison of historical and modern genomes
show that this decline has led to increased inbreeding and a loss of
genetic variation. This in turn means that Grauer’s gorillas have
likely become less able to adapt to future disease outbreaks and
changes in their environment. In addition, the scientists identified
several mutations that are probably harmful and that have increased
in frequency over the past 4-5 generations as a consequence of the
decline in population size. In the closely related mountain gorilla,
however, the scientists did not discover any significant genetic
changes, suggesting that its genetic viability has remained stable
over the past 100 years.
ott
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BUSINESS EXPANSION

Air Products Plans to Acquire
GE’s Gasification Technology
PENNSYLVANIA/USA — Air Products has recently announced
that it has signed an agreement to acquire General Electric (GE)
Company’s gasification technology and business. This transaction
will allow Air Products to expand its synthesis gas (syngas) solutions
product offerings and its presence in build, own and operate gasification projects around the world. As part of Air Products’ overall
syngas solutions offering, these cross-selling opportunities could
include air separation units, pressure swing absorbers, carbon
monoxide cold box equipment, as well as generate other business
opportunities in plant support and cryomachinery. The gasification
business being acquired by Air Products includes GE’s share of its
50/50 joint venture (JV) with China Shenhua Coal to Liquid and
Chemical Company, a subsidiary of China Energy Group, a worldclass energy company.
ott
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ANALYSIS OF CHRONOTYPES

BIOCHEMICAL REAGENTS
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AGE-RELATED DECLINE IN NEUROGENESIS

Why our Sense of Smell Declines
in Old Age

GRANADA/SPAIN — An international research led by the University of Granada (UGR) shows that 90 % of store and supermarket
receipts are made of thermal paper containing bisphenol A (BPA).
BPA is a well-known endocrine disruptor that alters hormonal balance in people exposed to it, and it
leads to hormonal diseases such as
genitourinary malformations, infertility, obesity and cancer in hormone-dependent organs. The researchers warn that tickets should
not get in contact with food while
unpacking it in the kitchen; and we
should not play with them, crumple
them to throw them in the trash,
write notes on them, or store them
in cars, purses or handbags. In their
paper, published in the journal Environmental Research, the researchers analyze the presence of
The researchers warn that
BPA and BPS in the thermal paper
tickets should not get in
receipts.
ott
contact with food.

MUNICH/GERMANY — As
mammals age, their sense of
smell deteriorates. An interdisciplinary research team at
Helmholtz
Zentrum
München and the University
Medical Centre Mainz has
now investigated why this is
the case. For their study, the
researchers tracked the de- The researchers tracked the develvelopment of stem cells in opment of stem cells using so-called
the brains of mice using confetti reporters.
what are known as confetti
reporters. They then analysed the complex data obtained using
intelligent algorithms and found that the ability of self-renewal
declines in old age, especially in certain intermediate stages called
transit amplifying progenitors. In addition, the analysis showed
that asymmetric cell division and quiescence of stem cells increased
in older mice. According to the scientists, that means that fewer
cells differentiate into olfactory cells in old age as they tend to remain in the stem cell pool.
ott

Source: University of Granada

Bisphenol A in Receipt-Ink Can
Cause Diseases
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Events
and Trade Shows
LAB Tip

TRADE FAIR:

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

Labvolution

WHAT’S UP IN 2019?

May 21 - 23, 2019
Deutsche Messe,
Phone: +49-511-89-0
info@messe.de

After a very eventful exhibition year 2018 with Analytica
and Achema, exciting events will also take place in 2019.
Especially Pittcon, Arablab, Analytica Vietnam and Forum
Labo will be important trade fairs on several continents. And
in July there will be the first Analytica on African soil, in
Johannesburg.

Hannover/Germany
TRADE FAIR:

Interphex

April 2 - 4, 2019
Reed Exhibition,
Phone. +1-203-840-5648,
inquiry@interphex.com

New York/USA
Philadelphia/USA

Warsaw/Poland

Paris/France
Vienna/Austria
Valencia/Spain

TRADE FAIR:

Pittcon

March 17 - 21, 2019
The Pittsburgh Conference,
Phone: +800-825-3221,
info@pittcon.org

CONGRESS:

Eurobiotech

April 11 - 13, 2019
D Event Tourism Organization,
Phone: +90-216-573-1836,
ebtna@eurobiotech2019.eu

TRADE FAIR:

Lab-Supply Vienna

TRADE FAIR:

Forum Labo Paris

March 19, 2019
Lab-Supply.info,
Zillger & Müller,
Phone: +49-2242-9098-888,
info@Lab-Supply.info

March 26 - 28, 2019
GL-Events,
Phone: +33-144-315315,
infos@forumlabo.com
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TRADE FAIR:

Eurolab

March 13 - 15, 2019
MT Targi Polska,
Phone: +48-22-529-39-00,
recepcja@mttargi.pl

TRADE FAIR:

Cisile

March 27 - 29, 2019
China Instrument Manufacturers
Association,
Phone: +86-10-62919126,
angelia@cisile.com.cn

TRADE FAIR:

Analitika

April 23 -26, 2019
ITE Moskau,
Phone: +7-499-750-08-28.
analiticaexpo@ite-expo.ru

TRADE FAIR:

Korealab

Moscow/Russia
Beijing/PR China
Seoul/South Korea

Tel Aviv/Israel

April 16 - 19, 2019
Kyungyon Exhibition Corp.,
Phone: +82-2-7854771,
hylee@kyungyon.co.kr

Dubai/VAE
Mumbai/India

TRADE FAIR:

Ho Chi Minh City/Vietnam

Analytica Anacon India
April 14 - 17, 2019
Messe Muenchen India Pvt. Ltd.,
Phone: +91-22-4255-4700,
info@mm-india.in

TRADE FAIR:

Analiza Israel

March 12 -13, 2019
Stier Group,
Phone: +972-3-5626090,
expo@stier-group.com

Source: © agrus - stock.adobe.com

TRADE FAIR:

TRADE FAIR:

Arablab

March 12 - 14, 2019
Scientific International Exhibitions,
Phone: +971-4-397-5418,
info@arablab.com
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Analytica Vietnam

April 3 - 5, 2019
Messe München,
Phone: +49-89-552912-120,
eva.sauerborn@imag.de
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An Emerging Market

Source: Messe München GmbH

Laboratory technology in South Africa // The Analytica Lab Africa will take
place for the first time from July 9 to 11, 2019, on the premises of
the Gallagher Convention Centre in Johannesburg. Following its acquisition
by Messe München and its integration into Analytica’s network, the event
is set to continue growing in the promising market of Africa.

R

einhard Pfeiffer, Deputy CEO
of Messe München on the subject of the new purchase: “The
integration of Lab Africa into the
Analytica network offers the opportunity to give the event an even more
professional appearance and greater
international visibility.”

New location offers growth
perspectives
A new logo, the extended trade fair
name and the new website www.
Analytica-africa.com are not the
only changes: In 2019, the trade fair
will be held for the first time at the
new location, the Gallagher Convention Centre. As one of Africa’s largest exhibition venues with modern
infrastructure, the Gallagher Convention Centre offers Analytica Lab
Africa plenty of space for development opportunities in the exhibition
and conference sector.

Exhibition areas at the pulse
of the industry
As part of the worldwide Analytica
network with events in Germany
(Munich), China, India and Vietnam, the trade fair will combine
different topics: Innovative, international products and solutions
meet the specific requirements of
the South African market at the first
Analytica Lab Africa. The focus is on
new developments in the areas of
laboratory technology, analytics,
biotechnology and diagnostics.

1 The organizers for Analytica Lab
Africa are expecting roughly 2,000
visitors and 120 exhibitors.

18
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LAB Info

Marc Platthaus, Editor-in-chief

ANALYTICA LAB AFRICA AT A GLANCE
Analytica Lab Africa is the only trade fair in South Africa for Laboratory Technology, Analysis, Biotechnology and Diagnostics.
Where? Gallagher Convention Centre (GCC); Johannesburg, Gauteng,
South Africa
When? July 9 — 11, 2019 from 10 am to 5 pm
Key facts:
• 2,000 trade visitors
• 120 exhibitors
• 6,000 square meters total space (gross)

Analytica Lab Africa will be co-located with two other premier industry trade fairs: food & drink technology Africa (fdt Africa) and Ifat Africa. Together, the three tradeshows
will showcase innovations in the
areas of analysis as well as beverage,
food and environmental technolo-

gies, offering valuable synergies to
both exhibitors and visitors.

Visitor target groups reflect
key topics
On the visitor side, Analytica Lab
Africa targets a wide audience of

laboratory professionals from areas
that play an important role in South
Africa. These include pharmaceutics, medicine, agriculture and mining, as well as environmental technologies, the food and beverage industry, and many others. Numerous
application areas likewise meet at
the Analytica Lab Africa: from representatives of research through
quality control to laboratory users
and decision-makers.
In addition to trade visitors from
South Africa, the theme portfolio of
the trade fair is geared also to participants from the neighboring states
of Namibia and Botswana, as well as
from Kenya, Nigeria and Ghana.
For the premiere of the event in
Analytica’s network, the organizers
– Messe München and its subsidiary
MM South Africa – expect some 125
exhibitors and more than 2,000 visitors on 6,000 square meters gross
of exhibition area.
map
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more information:

• Find more about the
Analytica network at
www.lab-worldwide.
com.
• At analytica-africa.
com you find several
reasons to attend Analytica Lab Africa.

Simpler Safer

Chemical Filtration Ecosystem
Advanced filtration offers protection wherever you are in the lab
Chemical air puriﬁer
Ductless ﬁltration
fume hoods

Filtering storage cabinets
Air quality
monitors

Monitoring app

Filtration units
for safety cabinets

Take a 360˚ tour of Erlab’s R&D laboratory and see how we use 100% filtration.

www.erlab.com
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Density Measurement
Redefined
New developments in the field of density measurement // Density determination
of liquid, gaseous, and paste-like samples is of great importance in many
industries. Anton Paar has been dominating the development of density
determination for decades.

B A R B A R A K L U G - S A N T N E R & S I E G F R I E D H O L D*

more information:

• For more information
see www.anton-paar.
com/densityredefined.
• Anton Paar has published a large number
of application documents on density
measurement at www.
anton-paar.com (service & support > documents).

B

lations is measured. The oscillations
depend on the filled-in liquid, gaseous, or paste-like sample, and correlate directly with the density of the
respective sample. Thus, a fast, repeatable, and precise method was
found that gets by with very small
sample volumes of only a few milliliters. Today, this way of density
measurement has become indispensable in the quality control in countless fields of application.
Since the introduction of digital
density measurement, the achievable accuracy could be increased to
the fifth decimal place. Functions
such as Filling Check, which is a me-

trological registration of interfering
particles and gas bubbles in the sample, and numerous other helpful
developments were introduced to
facilitate the daily handling of the
instruments. The technology remained largely unchanged over the
following years until, finally, this
way of density measurement no
longer met contemporary requirements. It had reached its limits. The
time had come to question this technology and to radically rethink it,
improve it, and renew it according
* Dr. B. Klug-Santner, S. Hold,
Anton Paar GmbH, 8054 Graz/Austria,
Phone: +43-316-2570

Source: Anton Paar
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efore digital density meters
conquered the market, density was determined with hydrometers and pycnometers — or
very rarely using a hydrostatic balance, a means of density determination that most companies could not
afford. Apart from the high required
sample volume, density measurement was tedious, required extensive cleaning, and there was an
ever-present risk of breaking the
glassware.
The measuring cell of Anton
Paar’s density meters, a U-shaped
glass tube, is electronically excited
and the frequency of the cell’s oscil-

1 Excitation and
fade-out with the
“Pulsed Excitation
Method”
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to present user demands. The true
revolution of digital density measurement started in 2015.

Pulsed excitation for better
results
A dynamic group of young and ambitious developers began to rethink
this technology from scratch. The
team recognized the weak points in
the excitation electronics which
were used to excite the U-tube and
to measure its oscillating frequency.
The team eventually created an entirely new measuring method: the
patented “Pulsed Excitation Method” (AT 514620 (B1), see Figure 1),
which is now employed in the laboratory density meters DMA 501,
DMA 1001, and the DMA M series
(see Figure 2).
This milestone in the development of density meters represents a
fundamental improvement of the
entire measuring principle. For decades a so-called forced oscillation
was maintained during a measurement as this was the state of the art
at the time.
If the measured frequency and the
resonance frequency of the U-tube
were different, the exciting frequency was readjusted until it was identical to the resonance frequency. As
a consequence, the system was never really in equilibrium, but instead
in a constant state of alignment.
This, in turn, represented an influencing factor that had to be compensated. With the new “Pulsed Excitation Method”, however, the U-tube
is excited to oscillate with a series of
impulses (as can be seen in Figure 1)
until a constant amplitude is
achieved. Then the impulses are
stopped and the fade-out properties
of the U-tube are monitored. During
the fade-out period, the amplitude
is measured precisely before the
next excitation impulse is initiated.
Excitation and fade-out are repeated
periodically.
The oscillation characteristics of
the U-tube are subject to influence
from the density, temperature, and
viscosity of the filled-in sample. This
new method allows much more raw
data to be obtained and, as a consequence, leads to an even better way
of describing the oscillation properties. The U-tube is no longer influenced in its resonance frequency,
LAB Worldwide  February 2019

2 Anton Paar’s portfolio of digital
density meters

the fade-out oscillations are undisturbed. This is the only correct way
to determine the density accurately
and precisely.
Completely new algorithms were
developed to convert the raw data
into understandable information
that can be interpreted by the operator. These algorithms open up new
possibilities in the field of density
measurement. They offer a twofold
better viscosity correction when
measuring highly viscous samples
because the viscosity of a sample
adds an extra dampening effect to
the oscillations of the measuring
cell. This influencing factor has to
be corrected.
This new method is even capable
of determining the viscosity of Newtonian liquids with an accuracy of
5%. Viscosity measurement in the
range from 10 mPa.s to 3,000 mPa.s
simultaneously with the density allows even better recognition and
compensation of the viscosity’s influence on the density result. This is
why density meters operating with
the “Pulsed Excitation Method” deliver more accurate results. Viscosity correction is from now on also
applicable for density meters with a
U-tube made from metal as is the
case with DMA 4200 M.

Correct results require
correct sample filling
The Filling Check function, a means
of recognizing inhomogeneities and
gas bubbles in the measuring cell,
has also been noticeably improved
and is now able to react even more
reliably thanks to the “Pulsed Excitation Method”. Also the correct functioning and immaculate state of the
glass measuring cell can be monitored continuously due to this new
method. Thus, on top of their robust

and reliable construction and design, Anton Paar density meters
score with a unique repeatability of
better than 1*10-6 g/cm³.
The DMA 4200 M density meter
with its measuring cell made of metal is especially suitable for the petroleum industry. DMA 4200 M was
developed to cope with samples such
as asphalt and waxes that have to be
liquefied by elevated temperatures
prior to being in a suitable aggregate
state for density measurement. The
“Pulsed Excitation Method” makes
it possible for the first time to also
use the Filling Check function for
metallic measuring cells which have
operating conditions in a temperature range up to 200 °C and pressures up to 500 bar.
DMA 4200 M is factory-adjusted
prior to delivery. This so-called Temperfect adjustment is stored in the
instrument together with the tem-
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PULSED EXCITATION
The “Pulsed Excitation Method” describes the fact
that the U-tube is excited by impulses to oscillate.
Once a constant amplitude is achieved, the pulse sequence is stopped. The U-tube’s oscillation is measured while it fades out freely and unaffected by any
influences. Excitation and fade-out alternate periodically.
The advantages are:
• The user obtains more information compared to
conventional methods.
• The viscosity correction is improved.
• The “Pulsed Excitation Method” offers improved
repeatability and reproducibility.
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3 Working principle of a Y-oscillator (l.)
and an X-oscillator (r.)

perature coefficients. In this way, as
soon as the desired measuring temperature between 0 °C and 150 °C
has been defined, the instrument is
ready for use at the selected temperature.

It’s the oscillation that
matters
Today, all new Anton Paar benchtop
density meters are equipped with a
so-called Y-oscillator which can be
seen in Figure 3 (left). This design
eliminates viscosity constraints over
the entire measuring range, allows
the reliable detection of particles
and gas bubbles, and achieves an
accuracy of up to 0.000007 g/cm³.
Some other density meters that
are available on the market contain
U-tubes that oscillate in the X-direc-

tion, as is shown in Figure 3 (right).
In the course of time it could be recognized that these X-oscillators are
subject to technical limitations.
These limitations manifest themselves in limited accuracy in the case
of viscous samples and in a high error probability in the case of inhomogeneous samples or if there are
particles and gas bubbles in the sample. For that reason, X-oscillators
made from glass can only achieve
accuracies of 0.001 g/cm³.
In order to develop a measuring
instrument that was accurate to the
fourth decimal place and affordable
at the same time, the Anton Paar
engineering team developed the
Y-oscillator for the DMA 1001 density meter. Thanks to this oscillator
and its option for a one-point adjustment, the reference oscillator be-

Table 1: Anton Paar density meters and their characteristics
Features

DMA 35

Portable

9

DMA 501
DMA 1001

Temperfect feature

DMA 4100 M
DMA 4500 M
DMA 5000 M

DMA 4200 M

9

9
9

Filling Check feature

9

9

U-View feature

9

9

Pulsed Excitation Method
Repeatability of
the density result s. d.

0.0005 g/cm³

Automatic filling
System capability for multiparameter measurements
Gesture control
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9

9

9

DMA 501:
0.0002 g/cm³
DMA 1001:
0.00005 g/cm³

DMA 4100 M:
0.00001 g/cm³
DMA 4500 M:
0.000005 g/cm³
DMA 5000 M:
0.000001 g/cm³

0.00005 g/cm³

9

9
9

9

9

9

came obsolete. The
measured oscillation
period of the water-filled measuring
cell is compared to the obtained result of the prior adjustment
and, based on the obtained data, a
possible drift is compensated automatically. This means that the instrument is adjusted twice as fast
and it takes only half the time that
other density meters require to
achieve full operational status. The
density meters DMA 501 and DMA
1001 even point out insufficient ambient conditions such as humidity
and temperature to the operators
and give recommendations how to
achieve optimum life expectancy of
the instrument.
Finally, the portable density meter DMA 35 shall be mentioned. This
density meter is also available in the
versions DMA 35 Ex and DMA 35 Ex
Petrol that are both intrinsically safe
and thus fit for use in hazardous areas — a unique feature on the market. On top of its robustness and
high accuracy, DMA 35 offers the
patented feature of an exchangeable
glass measuring cell (AT 516421
(B1)). Thus, a broken glass cell does
not represent a huge problem anymore; the exchange of the measuring cell can be carried out by the
user directly on-site. Additionally,
the gesture control enables measurements to be initiated or stopped
by defined movements of the instrument. This is especially useful as one
hand remains free and represents an
additional safety aspect if measurements have to be carried out in places that are difficult to access.
Table 1 indicates to what extent
the technical configuration of Anton
Paar’s individual density meters
meets the needs of a vast number of
customer applications. The ISO
17025 accreditation certifies that
Anton Paar density meters are not
only produced according to the
highest quality standards, they can
also be traceably calibrated with certified reference materials.

Please note: The name DMA for all
Anton Paar density meters as well as
the instrument features Filling Check,
U-View, and Temperfect are trademarks protected by Anton Paar. For
better readability, the annex “TM” after the protected instrument features
was omitted in the text.
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The Visible Difference

In Laboratory Science Expositions
Join thousands of chemists and scientists from around the world at Pittcon, the
leading annual conference and exposition for laboratory science. This all-in-one
event oﬀers a high-caliber technical program, skill-building short courses and a
dynamic marketplace of the latest scientiﬁc instrumentation and services. Start
collaborating with individuals in a variety of scientiﬁc disciplines and ﬁnd solutions
to your greatest laboratory challenges at Pittcon 2019.
Pennsylvania Convention Center | Philadelphia, PA | March 18 - 21 | www.pittcon.org
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Up in the Cloud
Advancing high-throughput data analytics // Remarkable recent developments
in high-throughput research techniques allow scientists to collect more data
than ever before. However, this presents significant challenges in terms of data
storage, management and analysis. Cloud-based informatics platforms offer a
potential solution, bringing together all aspects of laboratory management into
a flexible and scalable system, designed to support future technologies as they
become available.

A L EC W E ST L E Y *

M

to translate this dramatic increase in
data into a similarly remarkable rate
of progress and development.
There are significant challenges to
make this a reality. High-through*A. Westley:
Thermo Fisher Scientific, Altrincham/
United Kingdom

Sources: Thermo Fisher Scientific

1 Data Analysis is
becoming more
and more impor
tant for research
and development.

ajor recent advances in
high-throughput technologies have resulted in a
massive increase in the amount and
complexity of data that can be generated. Modern techniques (such as
next-generation sequencing, quan-

titative polymerase chain reaction,
mass spectrometry and synthetic
biology) have led to a huge expansion in the volume of information
produced, with multi-dimensional
data now generated on an unprecedented scale. This ‘big data’ revolution clearly has great potential for
scientific advancement. The goal is
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put techniques often involve complex workflows, and organizations
must be able to continually monitor
and optimize these processes. The
large amount of complex data produced must also be efficiently
stored, organized and analyzed.
With collaboration playing a greater
role in the biotechnology landscape,
it is becoming increasingly important to store complex data in a format that is accessible. Successful
laboratories must be capable of addressing these challenges to data
management, storage and sharing.
Traditionally, many laboratories
and research organizations have employed on-site data management
tools to organize their workflow data. But while digital systems have
largely replaced the paper-based
approaches of the past, many of
these platforms have been introduced as point solutions for specific
processes and are employed in isolation, not as part of an integrated
whole. As a result, many data management platforms are still essentially fragmented and are unable to
address the challenges posed by
expanding high-throughput workflows. Furthermore, as the volume
and complexity of data increases,
there is a corresponding increase in
the cost of maintaining data management systems on-site, which
require greater storage capacity and
computing power [1]. Ongoing resource investment is needed to
maintain systems, perform upgrades and ensure continued compliance with evolving regulatory
standards. Further investment of
time and resources are needed to
ensure data integrity and security of
these systems. The current reality is
that many laboratories employ fragmented on premises data management systems which incur a significant cost, and do not yield the benefits of digitization in terms of increasing efficiency and research
quality. This fragmentation also
increases the risk of data integrity
and security issues.

zations with elasticity, and facilitating collaboration and sharing. The
most advanced platforms are much
more sophisticated than simple data
storage systems, managing all stages of research and development
workflows, integrating with data
acquisition and analysis systems, to
create a connected digital ecosystem. These platforms provide the
underlying data management infrastructure that organizations need to
automate the process of data collection and analysis, store this data in
an organized and searchable format,
and ultimately apply the appropriate
analytics. Through the platform,
organizations have access to the insight they need to streamline workflows and optimize results.
Platforms are designed to be flexible — their major advantage is their
“modular” nature, allowing them to
be adapted to meet individual organizations’ needs. In addition to elements such as lab automation software and electronic laboratory notebooks (ELNs), extra versatility can
be gained from adding workflow-specific applications (apps)
which can be seamlessly integrated
with the platform [2].
It can be challenging to integrate
new laboratory systems with existing technology [3] — however, the
modular and flexible nature of
cloud-based informatics platforms
should make the transition relatively simple. In any system update,
data integrity is a significant concern and scientists must retain access to workflow-critical information throughout the transition. The
advantage of modular cloud-based
systems is the ease in which new
features can be brought on-stream
with minimal disruption. Organizations can choose either to completely change their existing system, or
to integrate specific features without
the need to replace their fundamental infrastructure. By implementing
capabilities in a modular way, organizations can test, and if required
validate, only the new solutions.

A cloud-based solution to
expanding R&D data

Streamlined data acquisition
and analysis

Cloud-based informatics platforms
offer an affordable solution, overcoming the problems of on-site data
management by providing organi-

High-throughput technologies only
increase the importance of automation and standardization to simplify
processes and eliminate errors. Lab-
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oratory automation software can be
incorporated into digital data management platforms, enabling scientists to optimize each individual
process, and then couple them together into efficient and integrated
workflows. This has significant benefits in terms of data integrity and
quality control. With complex workflows, monitoring is key to ensuring
correct and reproducible conditions. When stages are executed
independently, upstream issues can
easily affect downstream results. By
ensuring immediate and easy data
access and visibility, integrated digital platforms enable scientists to
evaluate and adjust processes in real
time, and ensure compliance with
regulatory requirements.
Processes can be streamlined further by selecting workflow-specific
apps, a feature which gives platform
solutions their versatility. Some
apps can improve efficiency by providing templates based on industry
best practice. Others can be used for
monitoring, for example, ‘bioreactor optimization apps’ that track
reactor conditions and cell growth
data. Apps can also be installed to
support data analysis. Some platform providers allow users to develop and share their own apps to accelerate progress for the wider scientific community. For example,
Thermo Fisher Platform for Science
software now includes integration
with R Shiny a cloud-based data vis-
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ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
First established in 1956, Artificial Intelligence (AI)
has become more popular today thanks to increased
data volumes, advanced algorithms, and improvements in computing power and storage. For laboratory data analysis AI brings several advantages:
AI automates repetitive learning and discovery
through data.
AI analyzes more and deeper data and achieves a
higher accuracy.
AI gets the most out of data: When algorithms are
self-learning, the data itself can become intellectual
property.
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2 GenomicMethods like
NGS or qPCR
generate a lot
of data.

LAB Tip+

more information:

• Find more on this topic under the search
term “Thermo Fisher
Software” on www.
lab-worldwide.com.
• Visit Thermo Fisher
Scientific at Pittcon in
Philadelphia/USA,
March 17 — 21, 2019,
at booth 2632 (more
information on www.
pittcon.org).
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ualization and analytics package.
Integrating data visualization and
analytics tools directly into a platform, enables scientists to develop
their own data analysis apps and
publish them to the platform. When
providers integrate data analytics
directly into the platform, they
streamline the scientific workflow
and make data immediately actionable.

Well-organized and sharable
data
With an ever-increasing amount of
multi-dimensional data to handle,
a major challenge faced by data
management systems is how best to
organize a combination of structured, unstructured and reference
data. By using cloud-based informatics platforms to organize multi-dimensional data into a single
digital ecosystem, scientists can
associate unstructured data with
structured data, making it much
easier to search and mine. Well organized and accessible data speeds
the process of reporting and identifying trends. Data can even be
cross-referenced with information
from upstream and downstream
processes, enabling end-to-end
workflow visibility and, ultimately,
better decision-making.
Using a single integrated digital
ecosystem will also facilitate data
sharing, which is becoming ever
more important in the changing
R&D landscape. Successful innova-

tion in biotechnology increasingly
depends upon collaborations, with
partnerships between different organizations becoming more common. Cloud-based systems are ideally suited to collaborative working
approaches, allowing easy data sharing and retrieval even with large and
multi-dimensional datasets. Storing
data in the cloud allows users to have
real-time access, which can speed
up the R&D process, both by increasing efficiency within an organization and by facilitating rapid sharing with external partners. Platform
software allows users to adapt the
type of ‘collaborative ecosystem’
that’s used, allowing organizations
to grant full project-level or specific
data-level visibility, as appropriate,
depending upon the needs of each
user.

A platform for future
technologies
As high-throughput technology develops, the volume and complexity
of data that has to be managed is set
to increase further. Informatics platforms must be flexible and scalable
to meet future needs. Cloud-based
platforms are by nature extensible
and are designed to evolve with
changing technology.
There is a potential for future technologies to be combined with cloudbased digital platforms. Artificial
intelligence (AI) is a rapidly developing field, with an ever-increasing
range of applications. The latest AI

programs can use machine learning
to analyze complex unstructured
biological data, giving the capacity
to address key research questions
much faster than traditional approaches. The benefit of cloudbased platforms is that they are able
to combine all data into a single,
integrated digital ecosystem, which
should allow future AI systems to
mine the data and analyze the results.
In a world of ever-increasing data,
cloud-based informatics platforms
provide a cost-effective solution to
the growing problems of managing
big data on-site. Their versatile and
modular nature means they can be
adapted to each individual laboratory setting. These systems have major
advantages in terms of streamlining
data acquisition and analysis, managing data storage, and facilitating
data sharing. Looking to the future,
flexible and scalable systems, such
as these, have the capacity to evolve
as technology advances.
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1 The plansifer
Siftomat in an Ex area

Hygienic and Repeatable
How plansifers help in the pharmaceutical production // In the pharmaceutical
industry hygienic and quality aspects are mandatory. Read, how a Swiss manufacturer ensure these topics by using a plansifer.

H
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more information:

• Find more on www.
lab-worldwide.com
unter
the
topic
“Fuchs”.
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ygiene and repeatable quality are of utmost importance
particularly in the production of medical products. Beginning
with the sifting of adjuvants and
pharmaceutical active substances
through to the securing of the constant pill size and quality during the
whole production process, hygienic
facilities are used to ensure products
of maximum quality.
Losan Pharma with its head office
in Neuenburg/Baden in Germany is
an internationally recognized partner of the pharmaceutical industry
that uses among others Siftomat
plansifters manufactured by Fuchs
Maschinen to produce high quality
pellets.
Before deciding to use a Siftomat
plansifter for pellets sizing Losan

Contact: Fuchs Maschinen AG, 1763
Granges-Paccot/Switzerland,
Phone +41-26-5101000

Pharma went through an evaluation
and testing program of various sifters, from which the Siftomat
emerged as the most suitable machine for the intended use. The aim
of these tests was to determine the
efficiency of the plansifters related
to the product to be processed and
the extremely high quality requirements of the company regarding
variations in quality of coated pellet
batches.
During this sizing process undesired fractions have to be removed
in order to obtain an impeccable and
consistent quality of the product.
More concretely, over- and undersized particles are sized and removed from the “good” particles of
the product. When it comes to process 400 kg/h during 360 hours per
year no compromise can be allowed.
Another key argument in favor of
the Siftomat plansifter is its absolute

proven reliability as since its commissioning no breakdown has occurred.

Stainless steel version with
closed housing
For applications in the pharmaceutical industry the plansifter version
in stainless steel and closed housing
is required. All product wetted parts
are mainly of stainless steel
(1.4301), all others in glass pearl
blasted stainless steel (1.4301), the
motor being completely integrated
in the raised machine base. Sealing
between the machine base and the
driving cylinder is carried out by a
highly resistant tightening sleeve
with zipper.
The Siftomat plansifter can be fitted to carry out sizing into up to four
fractions. In the present case only
three fractions are required: overFebruary 2019  LAB Worldwide
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sized and “good” particles, dust or
undersized particles with meshes
between 0,16 and 2,5 mm. With its
low installation height integration
of the machine in existing production lines is very easy and coping
with the required performance entails no problem.
The machine is based on a
straightforward working principle.
An eccentric drive makes the sieves
swing in a plane eccentric movement. The coarse product to be sifted passes over the sieve mesh while
the fine product falls through the
mesh. The Siftomat offers the advantage of very gently processing.
Furthermore, the pure plan sifting
movement shows a very positive effect on the sifting quality.
Setting the machine for optimum
sifting is extremely simple just by
adjusting the slope of the sieves. For

higher throughputs with good flowing products, just increase the sieve
slope. On small and middle-sized
sifters just loosen two screws, and
on bigger machines eight screws.
The optimum sieve slope is factory
set and need normally no further
adjustment. This also applies to the
machine speed. In special cases and
with more demanding products,
where bulk products must be sorted
according to their length, the use of
a frequency converter is required.
In the pharmaceutical industry
where hygiene is an absolute priority, machines must be easy to clean.
The Siftomat plansifter is made in its
closed version entirely of stainless
steel and can be very easily dismounted and cleaned without having to use tools. This guaranties
minimal downtimes and the best
possible hygiene. Furthermore, it is

also very simple to remove the sieves
and the spacer frames to clean the
sieve case and place them back
again.
The Siftomat is also available in its
Siftomat mini version with the same
functionalities as her “bigger sister”
for sifting small batches of up to
100 kg.
Fuchs Maschinen also manufactures, among other items, Mixomat
drum blenders, a necessity for the
pharmaceutical, chemical and food
industries. Many renowned companies have drum blenders in daily
use, blending, pre-mixing, homogenizing or inking components of
powdery, granular or liquid products. All Mixomat blenders can be
fitted for clean room applications
just by selecting the corresponding
surface but without any design
change.
map

3rd International Conference & Exhibition
CONFERENCE EXHIBITION & SEMINARS

22nd - 23rd MAY 2019
AHOY EXHIBITION CENTRE, ROTTERDAM

No wasted time! Meet Manufacturers and suppliers of Petrochemical and Oil Analysis
Instruments all in one place and at one time, compare products, technology and applications.
Rotterdam is an ideal location for visitors as it is placed in the heart of Europe with easy access
by car and by rail with excellent Air links for visitors from Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia
and the Americas.

PEFTEC will take place in Rotterdam in the Heart of the ARRA cluster (Antwerp-Rotterdam-Rhine-Ruhr
Area). Five oil refineries , 45 chemical companies, 5 biofuel producers, 2 biochemical factories and various
power stations are located locally in Europe’s biggest port, Rotterdam.
Peftec 2019 is a focused international Conference and Exhibition for Industry professionals specialising in
monitoring and analytical technologies for the Petroleum, Refining and Environmental Industries.
Peftec offers international visitors and experts an extensive conference and seminar programme on case
studies, regulation, standards and analytical techniques with a focussed exhibition of product and service
providers. The need to produce accurate analytical and monitoring data is essential to industry.

For more information email: info@peftec.com

www.PEFTEC.com

Topics and products
featured will include:
• Laboratory Testing and Measurement
• Petrochemical Analysis
• Emissions Monitoring in Air, Water and Soil
• Portable and Field Sampling
• Process Monitoring
• Methane Measurement
• Reference Materials
• Oil Analysis
• Calibration
• Regulation and Standards
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Deep Understanding
Neutrons are aiding the fight against cancer // The penetrative power of neutron
beams, combined with their non-destructive nature, provides an ideal tool for
analyzing chemical and biological material. Our knowledge of biological systems
has evolved thanks to the increasing power of imaging techniques, which could
have the potential to revolutionize drug target identification.

M AT T H E W B L A K E L E Y *
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ancer is the second leading
cause of death globally, accounting for approximately
one in six deaths: an estimated 9.6
million people in 2018. Our understanding of the types, treatments,
and biology of cancer has exponentially grown over the last century,
though the disease has been found
in human remains dating back to

* M. Blakeley
Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL),
38042 Grenoble Cedex 9/France,
Phone +33-476-2071-11
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1500 BC. Many theories have been
recorded over the past few centuries
for why cancer might develop, including ideas of parasites, trauma,
or chronic irritation leading to tumor development. In the 20th century, the elucidation of DNA structure
and subsequently the discovery of
oncogenes and tumor suppressor
genes opened our eyes to the endless
potential causes of cancer, with scientific and technological advances
in imaging enabling this deeper understanding. Great progress has
been made in the characterization
and treatment of cancer thanks to

these technological advancements,
and finding new leads to treat the
illness is likely to continually rely on
the optimization of analytical techniques.

Neutrons — the emerging
heroes
The development of cancer is a complex process, which can result from
minor mistakes in an otherwise
well-functioning network of cellular
processes. As such, it is essential
that scientists have a clear picture of
biochemical processes at an atomic
February 2019  LAB Worldwide
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level in order to gain an in-depth
understanding of how various cancers occur and develop. One technique starting to gain recognition as
a powerful tool is neutron crystallography. This is because it allows researchers to visualize the atomic
structures of proteins, including the
positions of the hydrogen atoms — key players in nearly all biochemical reactions and processes.
In addition, neutrons do not damage
the samples, so they allow structures
to be determined at room temperature, close to physiological temperatures. This is in contrast to more
common analytical tools, such as
X-rays, where location of the all-important hydrogen atoms is generally
not possible, and data collection is
complicated by issues of radiation
damage to the samples that can lead
to alterations to the structure.

Galectin 3C — could crystallography lead to cure?
A study recently carried out of galectin-3, a member of the galectin family of proteins, demonstrates the
ability of neutron crystallography to
increase our understanding of proteins implicated in various cancers.
Galectins are carbohydrate-binding
proteins that attach to other proteins
via the carbohydrates on their surface. When galectin-3 is overexpressed it can enhance the adherence of breast cancer cells to other
cells in the human body, suggesting
it plays a part in tumor development, and the way that cancer

spreads through the body in a process called metastasis.
In collaboration with Lund University (Sweden), research carried
out using the LADI-III instrument at
the world’s flagship neutron facility,
the Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL), as
well as neutron instruments at Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
and Heinz Maier-Leibnitz Zentrum
(MLZ), concentrated on understanding how galectin-3 binds to specific
carbohydrates. Using neutron crystallography the researchers were
able to visualize, for the first time,
the key binding interactions in the
protein’s active site: namely the hydrogen-bonds. The results of the
study are significant because if galectin binding to malignant cells is a
primary culprit in the progression of
breast cancer, a drug that acts as an
inhibitor of this binding may be effective as a therapeutic agent [1].
Thus, knowledge of the key hydrogen-bonding interactions provides
us with a better understanding of
how to optimize the design of galectin-3 inhibitors.
Up to this point, our understanding of the binding processes have
been based upon structures determined using X-ray crystallography,
but even with the most high-resolution structures (better than 0.1 nm)
it has been impossible to determine
the positions of the hydrogen atoms
that reveal the hydrogen-bonding
interactions dictating how the sugar-binding occurs. Neutron crystallography, on the other hand, allowed the hydrogen atoms to be

visualized even at modest resolutions (around 0.2 nm) at room temperature, and so really is the most
powerful technique for revealing
such critical interactions.

Understanding a problematic
protein
Another example of recent research
taking advantage of the power of
neutrons was a study of protein kinase G II (PKG II), from the protein
kinase family. This protein, if not
activated, can increase the risk of
stomach cancer, and so researchers
are keen to understand the intricacies of how the protein interacts with
its known activators, enabling drug
developers to exploit this information in future cancer therapy treatments. As published by a global
collaboration crystals grown by researchers (Andrey Kovalevsky &
Oksana Gerlits) at ORNL, using
PKG II protein (provided by Choel
Kim) from the Baylor College of Medicine in Texas, were exposed to neutrons at the ILL’s LADI-III beamline
[2]. The resulting structure made it
possible to observe the hydrogen-bonding interactions during the
activation of PKG II, providing insights to the enzyme’s activation
mechanisms. The results suggest
that the activator’s potency depends
on its ability to efficiently decrease
overall protein dynamics. While further studies are needed to identify
how potent activators need to be to
bind the strongest, if confirmed, the
results will be highly significant for
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future drug development across a
range of diseases — particularly considering ~2% of all human genes
encode for protein kinases, and over
half of these are linked to various
diseases such as cancer and diabetes.

How neutrons are optimizing
existing treatments
As well as characterizing ordinary
cell processes in order to identify
drug targets, neutron beams are increasing our understanding of a
growing group of cancer pharmaceuticals: the monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). These are being utilized
against cancer, as well as other diseases, due to their highly specific
targeting abilities. They can be refined so that they attach themselves
to specific protein targets on cancerous or disease-causing cells. Despite
the huge potential of mAbs as a therapeutic, they can be difficult to manipulate into a format that can be
administered to patients. High concentrations of antibodies are required in each dose to be effective,
which results in a solution that is
viscous and thus physically impossible to inject. Their tendency to
clump together — which is part of
their effectiveness in tackling malignant cells — also means that the
exact concentration is difficult to
predict in solution.
An international collaboration
between the ILL, National Center of
Neutron Research, University of Delaware and biopharmaceutical company Genentech, used Small Angle
Neutron Scattering (SANS) and Neu-
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WHAT ARE NEUTRON BEAMS?
Neutron beams are an ionizing radiation consisting
of free neutrons. Since neutrons are electrically neutral, neutron beams have a high penetration force.
The ionizing effect occurs indirectly, usually by striking light atomic nuclei or their components. Neutron
beams are usually generated artificially. In research,
they are used to determine the atomic or molecular
structure of solids.
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2 The LAD-III instrument at ILL

tron spin-echo (NSE) to study the
structure and dynamics of mAb
clustering. Neutrons are exceptionally capable of analyzing the extremely high-concentrations in the
mAb samples, which are required
for the high-doses present in the injectable forms [3]. The ILL instruments provide unrivalled high-resolution and neutron intensity,
which allowed the researchers to
confirm that the inconvenient properties of the mAb solutions came
from previously unnoticed small
clusters in the solution. NSE is the
most sensitive neutron spectroscopy
technique. The IN15 Spin-Echo
spectrometer has world-leading sensitivity to unravel molecular level
motions and interactions. As a result, the potential of mAbs to be
used in the treatment of various cancers becomes more achievable, as
the administration of the drug becomes more accessible to patients
and practitioners.
As our understanding of the human body expands, so does our ability to identify pathways and address
causes of disease. Cancer, being so
inextricably linked to both our DNA
and our lifestyles, requires the most
powerful and fine-tuned analytical

tools to identify its inception and
progression. The ILL’s arsenal of the
most advanced neutron crystallography instruments in the world enables its teams of researchers to explore and discover new ways that we
might treat this widespread and
devastating illness, by looking directly at the molecular mechanisms
that can so often go wrong.
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Quadrupole in Transition
History, Development and Trends of Quadrupole Mass Spectrometers // While
quadrupole mass spectrometers were initially used primarily for research
purposes, they have now opened up a broad field of application. How did this
development take place over the last 30 years and what future trends are
emerging today? Here you will find answers.

PAT R I C K WA LT H E R *
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Historical review
The first quadrupole mass spectrometers on the market included an integrated control unit in a 19 inch
rack connected via cable to the analyzer and other modules such as a
high-frequency generator. Figure 2
shows the QMS 420 quadrupole con-

Sources: Pfeiffer Vacuum

esign, equipment, fields of
application: Many things
have changed with quadrupole mass spectrometers (QMS) over
the last 30 years.
These analytical instruments have
become more compact, durable,
versatile and digital. Initially used
primarily in research, QMS are nowadays utilized in the semiconductor

industry, freeze-drying or leak detection, for example.

1 Over the past 30
years, quadrupole
mass spectrometers have become
more compact,
more durable,
more versatile
and more digital.
As a result, their
areas of application have expanded considerably.
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trol unit commonly used at the end
of the 1980s. This device was operated either completely via the control unit by means of a four-line LCD
display and the keyboard or via PC
software. A serial interface (RS232-C) was used for communication
with the computer; the softkeys below the display were applied depending on the context. Analog or
digital inputs and outputs could also
be used via modules. The measured
values could as well be displayed via
a recorder or oscillograph channel
[2].
The software available at that time
consisted of different subprograms
with which measurements could be
performed and the QMS could be
tuned. For example, to perform a
measurement, a specific subprogram had to be opened. To access the
stored measurement results later,
one had to switch to another part of
the software [3].
These first mass spectrometers
were replaced in the beginning of
the 1990s by compact QMS for mass
ranges up to 300 amu. In contrast to
the older models, the electronics of
the compact versions are located
directly at the vacuum feedthrough
of the analyzer. This eliminates the
need for additional electronics installed in the rack. The electronics
of a compact QMS usually do not
require much more space than the
analyzer. Compared to the QMS with
rack electronics, the compact versions were moreover relatively
cost-effective, but also limited in
*P. Walther,
Pfeiffer Vacuum GmbH,
35614 Aßlar/Germany,
Phone +49-6441-802-0
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performance, especially regarding
sensitivity, detection limit and
measurement speed. Such devices
are particularly suitable for simpler
tasks such as residual gas analysis,
leak detection or monitoring of specific masses over a certain period of
time. To bake out the analyzer for
UHV applications, however, the
electronics must be removed.
Figure 3 shows one of the first
compact QMS. Until the mid-2000s,
most of the QMS available on the
market were still equipped with a
serial interface. The operation of
several devices in a network and via
one software — so-called multiplexing — was, for example, realized via
Arcnet and fiber optic cables [4].
Later, devices with RS-485, USB or
Ethernet interface were developed
for this purpose. Ethernet allows the
integration of multiple QMS into an
office or production network. Wireless communication via WLAN is of
course possible as well.
Also the operating software of the
devices has been continuously enhanced. Operation on the control
unit was almost completely replaced
by software operation. All functions
of the Windows-based programs — setting, calibration, measurement, evaluation — were combined in one software.
The display and processing of the
data has been significantly simplified. Thanks to the programming of
sequences, it has become possible to
perform measurement tasks automatically. For service tasks such as
setting the mass scale or determining the sensitivity, automatic routines exists. Many manufacturers of
quadrupole mass spectrometers also
offer the possibility to run quantita-

tive analyses via an integrated matrix calculation as standard.

Current devices
Nowadays, compact QMS dominate
the market. Only in very demanding
applications, QMS with rack electronics are still in use. Thanks to
their high-quality detectors, they are
more stable in the long term. Furthermore, the analyzers can be
baked out more easily during operation and can also be used in environments with ionizing radiation or
strong magnetic fields, as is required, for example, in particle accelerators or nuclear fusion experiments.
The technical data of the compact
devices could be improved significantly over the years. Today, detection limits in the range of E-15 hPa
are possible even with these small
systems (rod diameter 6 mm, rod
length 125 mm). Measuring speeds
down to 1 ms/amu can also be realized, but restrict the detection limit.
With a maximum of 30 W, their
power consumption is quite low.
The ion source of a mass spectrometer is quite similar to the design of a hot cathode gauge. Therefore, various QMS offer the advantage of an integrated total pressure
measurement. Thereby, the discharge current of the ions that hit
the output aperture at the transition
from the ion source to the rod system instead of flying through it is
used. This protects the system from
unintentional pressure rise without
the use of an external gauge or additional redundancy. The modern
compact devices have several interfaces. (see Fig. 4). The device offers

3 Example of one of the first compact QMS, the Prisma from Pfeiffer
Vacuum
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2 QMS 420 control unit in use
in the 1980s

numerous analog and digital inputs
and outputs thanks to the Sub-D
connectors (EXT I/O and AUX I/O).
The digital inputs allow, for example, previously created measurement recipes to be selected and
started. The digital outputs provide
a host computer with information
on the status of the QMS, for example, on the state of the emission or
on any error messages, and can also
switch valves. Via an analog input,
external signals such as temperature
or gas flow can be read in. The
analog outputs transmit the measured values — ion currents or concentration — to the host computer.
In addition, an external total pressure gauge can be directly connected
for filament protection or for calibration tasks. Communication with the
PC takes place via an Ethernet interface. A mini USB plug enables communication with the device for service purposes [5].
In addition to communication
with software, the QMS can also
communicate directly with a PLC in
an industrial environment. Some
providers also offer Labview drivers.
These are primarily used in the uni-
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with a reduced sensitivity, which
decreases by a factor of 100 for 10
times smaller dimensions [7]. There
are already several prototypes of particularly small QMS produced by the
aid of MEMS technique (MEMS: microelectromechanical systems) [8].
However, these are not yet available
on the market. Their major disadvantage is their sensitivity to particles. In addition, they must be produced in large quantities in order to
compete with conventionally manufactured QMS. Against this background, it is questionable whether
MEMS-based QMS will prevail on the
market.

5 The Web User
Interface of a QMS
on a smartphone

versity environment for experimental setups.

Perspective and trends
The ever widening field of potential
applications, digitalization as well
as the changing demands in the
markets present mass spectrometers
with ever new challenges. Therefore, they must be continuously optimized and adapted to the changing
conditions. Currently, two major
trends for the further development
of the QMS technology will be
emerging within the next years.
First, the further development of
the operating software: The users
wish for an easy-to-use interface
without having to deal with the de-
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HOW DOES A QMS WORKS?
An electric quadrupole consists of two positive and
two equally strong negative charges that form two
oppositely equal dipoles. A quadrupole mass spectrometer is basically a mass filter. Under given physical conditions, only ions with a certain m/z ratio to
the detector will be let through. This is achieved by
four parallel rod-shaped metal electrodes arranged
in a square, through which ions of a defined m/z
ratio can pass under the influence of a combined
alternating and direct voltage field. All other ions fly
on unstable paths and are stopped by collision with
the metal rods. As prescribed by Lottspeich and
Zorbas: Bioanalytics
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tails and theories of the QMS. Users
from industry or the university environment have less and less time to
familiarize themselves with the devices and their operation. This is
why more detailed settings such as
ion source parameters should only
be available for experienced users.
Some manufacturers also offer a
browserbased user interface (a socalled web user interface, short: web
UI, see Fig. 5) as an alternative to a
PC program. A web server runs on
the QMS, the connection is established by entering the IP address in
the browser. Most of the web UIs still
only offer a reduced functionality:
Often only certain measurement
modes are possible or the measurement results cannot be exported [6].
Optimizing the functionality of
web UIs is one of the most important
starting points for future developments. Web UIs are independent of
the operating system of the PCs. In
addition, no software needs to be
installed on the PC. Mobile devices
can also be used to control the quadrupole mass spectrometer.
Second, the continuing miniaturization of the QMS, especially of the
analyzers, is another trend. Relatively small rod systems (for example, 12 mm length) have already
established themselves on the market – they are also used in larger
quantities in high pressure applications. Thanks to its smaller dimensions, such a QMS can be used without additional pressure reduction
and without its own pump system
for process monitoring up to the
pressure range of some E-2 hPa.
However, this goes hand in hand

Broad portfolio
Pfeiffer Vacuum´s product portfolio
comprises a broad spectrum of analyzers for the determination of gases
in various vacuum processes, ranging from mass spectrometers to
complex analytical systems. The
basis for most solutions is our mass
spectrometer PrismaPro. The Prisma is a universal mass spectrometer
with high sensitivity, a compact and
modular design as well as user-friendly software. It is ideal for
the use in leak detection, semiconductor industry, glass coating, metallurgy and of course in countless
fields of research and development.
Moreover, Pfeiffer Vaccum also offers systems for the analysis in high
and ultra-high vacuum as well as
high-end mass spectrometers.
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Watered Down Taste
Chromatography helps decipher influence of weather on tea flavor // Extreme
weather with alternating periods of drought and heavy rainfall can negatively
affect yield and quality of agricultural crops. Recent research into the impact
of climate variations on the quality of tea has shown how dramatic the
influence can be.
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econd only to water, tea is by far
the most widely consumed beverage in the world. Apart from
actual or imagined physiological
effects, the main and most important aspects for a tea drinker are
thought to be flavor and enjoyment.
There may be regularly recurring
trends towards consuming only the
healthiest beverages, but generally,
consumers’ main concern is that
their drinks taste good. However,
sensory characteristics such as taste
and aroma are exactly the qualities
affected by weather, as Professor
Albert (Al) Robbat from the Department of Chemistry at Tufts University in Medford, Massachusetts explains.

*G. Deußing: Redaktionsbüro Guido
Deußing, 41464 Neuss/Germany,
Phone: +49-2131-741606

Tea — an ideal model plant for
climate effect studies
In cooperation with a team of interdisciplinary scientists, Al Robbat
investigated tea samples from Yúnnán province in Southwestern China, an area renowned for excellent
tea. The aim was to determine why
tea leaves picked during the rainy
monsoon season are less aromatic
and frequently have off flavor issues
compared with tea leaves picked
during the dryer spring season. This
was found to be the case even when
comparing leaves picked from the
same plant. The chromatography
expert explains that not only do tea
drinkers suffer when exposed to inferior quality brews; the tea farmers
incur significant losses since they
are forced to sell crops grown during
the monsoon season at much lower
prices compared with the spring
crop. There is an urgent need for

more insight into causes and effects
since the Yúnnán region is increasingly faced with extreme weather
conditions that can affect quality
and yield and in extreme cases lead
to total loss of harvest. As Robbat
explains, there has already been a
noticeable shift in the start of the
summer monsoon and its duration,
which means periods with ideal harvest conditions are becoming shorter. The scientists set out to determine the root causes of changes in
quality and flavor of Yúnnán tea as a
function of rainfall, temperature,
and elevation. Their findings are
reported in Journal of Chromatography A [1]. Initial investigations of
tea harvested in the mountains of
Yúnnán from spring until the onset
of the monsoon period brought the
following results: With increasing
amounts of rainfall, the catechin
compound concentrations dropped
by more than 50 percent. Among
February 2019  LAB Worldwide
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1 Extreme wether can
affect the quality of tea
leaves, as american
scientists points out.
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thresholds contribute significantly
to the total sensory impression, Al
Robbat points out. This realization
had led the group towards using GC/
MS as the technique of choice for
monitoring metabolites.

Flavor research needs GC/MS
analysis
GC/MS methods are widely used in
metabolomics research. In the case
of tea plants, the sample matrix is
highly complex and a huge number
of potentially relevant flavor compounds are involved. Literature
sources count around 600, according to Professor Robbat. This is the
reason that a sequential, multidimensional GC-GC/MS method was
used in order to comprehensively
determine all detectable volatile metabolites in spring and monsoon
teas. The acquired data were used to
build a metabolite database that relies on a deconvolution software to
solve highly complex analysis tasks
very quickly using a standard GCMSD system. This is even possible
when multiple compounds co-elute
and with overlapping signals. The
deconvolution technology developed by Professor Robbat and his
colleagues offers added value in
comparison with conventional approaches. This includes the possibility to obtain and store retention
times and spectra of neat metabolites that aren’t skewed by matrix
influence. It is also possible to identify perfectly co-eluting compounds.
Professor Robbat and his group routinely measure the relative concentration of more than 400 compounds from infused tea leaves.
Initially the aim had been to use
the spring harvested tea samples to
find as many metabolites as possible
and build a solid reference database.
Al Robbat: “In order to build a comparative database, we instead analyzed tea samples consisting of buds
and leaves that had been collected
over three day periods in both spring
and summer”. In other words, the
periods spanned both the dry season
(spring) and the rainy season (monsoon). Collected tea samples were
briefly microwaved in the field to
stop enzymatic activity and subsequently sent to the laboratory in
sealed plastic bags. In the laboratory, they were vacuum sealed,
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these are: catechin, catechingallate,
epicatechin-3-gallate, epigallocatechin, epigallocatechin-3-gallate,
gallic acid, gallocatechin and gallocatechin-3-gallate. The same effect
was found for methylxanthines (caffeine, theobromine and theophylline), Al Robbat reports [2]. Although catechins and methylxanthines, astringent bitter compounds
characteristic of poor quality teas,
decreased in concentration, other
polyphenolic compounds (also astringent and bitter) increased in concentration. “Initially, we assumed
that the loss of quality was related to
a kind of dilution effect, in other
words that the plant growth would
outpace the production of secondary
metabolites to which the flavor compounds belong”, the scientist explains. However, when they determined that the total concentration
and activity of antioxidants in teas
harvested in spring was lower than
in comparable teas harvested during
the monsoon period, Al Robbat and
his colleagues concluded that the
plant chemistry, i.e. metabolism
and physiology had changed completely and had adapted to the
change in precipitation. This had
resulted in changes in metabolism
and, therefore, in the associated flavor determining metabolites. The
idea was obvious, Prof. Robbat explains, to not just focus on significant flavor compounds in tea, but
rather look at the bigger picture,
including determining the entire
group of flavor relevant compounds
and to generate a profile of as many
metabolites as possible in order to
understand how environmental
conditions influenced tea plant
chemistry. Taste and aroma of tea
are a result of complex interactions
between hundreds of chemical compounds. Al Robbat: “Extending our
knowledge of potentially sensory
relevant metabolites and monitoring them over a period of time is key
if we want to develop an understanding of how environmental and climate factors influence tea quality.”
The scientists know that seemingly
unimportant compounds can significantly influence the organoleptic
quality. Most studies listed in literature have focused on seasonal
changes of non-volatile compounds,
but we now know that volatile organic compounds (VOCs) with low odor
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2 Using a comparable MPS-GC/MS
system, Professor
Al Robbat performed the analysis of tea plant
extracts and determined secondary metabolites as
described in this
article.

wrapped in aluminum and stored in
a deep freezer awaiting analysis. GCGC/MS analysis was performed on
extracts of the tea samples. The previously used classical extraction
procedure was simultaneous distillation and extraction (SDE) using the
Likens-Nickerson process on a tea
infusion prepared using deionized
water and concentrated under a nitrogen atmosphere over anhydrous
sodium sulfate. For the work described here, the Gerstel Twister was
used since it provides a simple,
clean method to extract organic
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PLANT SPECTROSCOPY CONFERENCE
The 2nd International Plant Spectroscopy Conference (IPSC) will be held in Berlin, Germany from
March 24–28, 2019. The IPSC-2019 brings together
internationally spectroscopists and plant scientists.
The meeting will gather experts from fundamental to
applied research and will highlight applications from
academia to industry. The conference provides an
ideal platform for researchers to present the latest
research findings and describes new developments
in various fields of spectroscopy and their application
in plant sciences (more information on https://
ipsc-2019.julius-kuehn.de/).
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chemical compounds from the tea
infusion requiring no or almost no
use of solvent. The Twister
is a glass coated magnetic
stir bar fitted with a PDMS
sorbent phase. While
stirring the sample, the
Twister efficiently extracts organic compounds
from the sample. The Twister was also used to collect organics in the field by placing it directly
under the leaf and holding it in place
with a magnet [3]. For the tandem
GC-GC/MS analysis Al Robbat and
his colleagues used two 6890 GCs
from Agilent Technologies. The first
system was fitted with an FID; analyte separation was performed using
a column with polar stationary
phase. Sample introduction to the
Cooled Injection System (CIS) PTVtype inlet was automated using the
Gerstel Multi Purpose Sampler
(MPS). The second GC system was
configured with a non-polar capillary column and a Cryo-Trapping
System (CTS) in order to enable
heart-cutting and cryofocusing of
fractions separated on the first column and to deliver these to the second column as a narrow band for
best possible quality of separation as
well as MS determination (Agilent
Technologies MSD 5973). The second system employs a GC 6890 and
two Low Thermal Mass (LTM) units
with individual GC columns (Agilent Technologies), to perform the
GC-GC/MS experiments. Professor
Robbat’s group analyzed spring and
summer, high and low elevation
samples from both Yunnan and Fujian Provinces, temperatures during
sampling varied by up to 10 °C. The
samples were taken to study locational differences over a 3-year period (2014 – 2016) [4]. The data
analysis software developed by Robbat and sold through Gerstel provided the means to analyze these samples by GC/MS and track compositional changes in tea under stress
conditions [5].

as green or earthy. Using tandem
GC-GC/MS analysis we succeeded in
identifying hundreds of metabolites
in the spring and monsoon teas”,
Professor Robbat says. His group
found 169 metabolites that were
common to both tea types and more
than 100 compounds that were
unique seasonal compounds. A further 163 compounds were detected,
but could not be identified. In future, we will increasingly have to
contend with extreme weather conditions. This means that plant research must develop tools that can
monitor the influence not only on
plant growth and yield, but also on
taste, flavor and nutritional value of
crops. “Our work has delivered a set
of tools to monitor seasonal variations in the metabolism of tea
plants”, Al Robbat is convinced,
“and I’m certain these tools can be
used for similar metabolomics studies of crops and human systems”. 
References
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Analysis results confirm
sensory impression
“Our analysis results confirm what
tea farmers tell you: The spring tea
is of much higher quality and has a
sweet floral flavor compared with
the monsoon tea, which is described

lites due to elevational effects, Food
Chemistry 264 (2018) 334-341
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High-Pressure Dosing Pumps

New Manufacturing Process of Methanesulfonic Acid
The high-pressure metering pumps form Knauer played an important
role in the development of the new manufacturing process of methanesulfonic acid (MSA) directly from methane and sulfur trioxide.
A tricky part of the new MSA synthesis is the precise metering of
sulfur trioxide (SO3) into the chemical reactor. Sulfur trioxide is only liquid in a narrow temperature range between 32 and 44 °C, reacts
violently when in contact with water and chars most plastics very
quickly. This means that it is very difficult to handle. Knauer

high-pressure dosing pumps are based on HPLC technology and
inherently provide high chemical resistance, excellent flow rate precision, and low pulsation. However, pumping liquid sulfur trioxide
required customization, especially with regard to plastic parts in the
flow path. The powerful pump head heating offered by Knauer keep
sulfur trioxide fluid even at low flow rates or necessary stops.
// Phone +49-30-809727-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Knauer

Universal Dispenser Tips

Available in
Nine Sizes

Internet of Things digital transformation
Prevention using smart technology:
all process-relevant data of your safety storage
cabinets - mobile and in real time.

Ritter Medical offers with the
new Ritips evolution universal
dispenser tips for a variety of
standard hand dispensers. The
tips are available in nine sizes
from 0.1 to 50 ml, both in standard version as well as in single
wrapped bioclean quality. For
faster identification of the correct tip, all sizes are equipped
with a color-coded adapter. In
addition, the encoded adapter in
many electronic hand dispensers
detects the dispensing volume in
the display and thus ensures optimized compatibility with even
more dispensers. Ritips evolution is compatible with most other mechanical steppers. The tips
enable precise dosing, even in
low volume applications, since
smallest volumes (from 1 μl) can
be dispensed without using any
additional pipet tip. Using the
direct displacement method,
Ritips evolution are suitable for
viscous, infectious and volatile
liquids.
// Phone +49-8232-5003-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Ritter Medical
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Zeta Potential Analyzer

Microplate

Testa Analytical
Solutions reports
that its Nanobrook Zeta PALS
zeta
potential
analyzer is optimised to make
measurements in
both organic and
aqueous media.
Typically making
zeta
potential
measurements in organic (non polar) solvents requires much higher sensitivity than in aqueous (polar) solutions. The Nanobrook
Zeta PALS analyser achieves this using phase analysis light scattering (PALS). According to the company the Nanobrook Zeta PALS
can be used to make zeta potential measurements up to 1,000 times
more sensitive than traditional light scattering methods based on
the shifted frequency spectrum. Made of PEEK with a Palladium
(Pd) electrode assembly, the Nanobrook Zeta PALS measurement
cell is resistant to the widest range possible of solvents. As it can be
read in a press release, it offers excellent chemical stability, easy
cleaning and long-term top performance.

The plant genomics microplate from Porvair Sciences can be used
for preparing cannabis samples for analysis of Tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and Cannabidiol (CBD). The solid, stable and strong microplate can withstand the applied forces in bead-beaters whilst
maintaining a standard ANSI/SLAS footprint and key dimensions. By adding reinforced walls to the
bottom of the well
and backing these
with supporting ribs
on the underside of
the plate, Porvair
Sciences has produced a 2 ml square
well block (plant genomics plate) that can be used for Cannabis plant
extraction. The plant genomics plate has a generous working volume of 1.90 ml per well in a 45 mm high plate. The polypropylene
used to mould the plate is pure, virgin, extractable free polymer,
rigorously tested for leachates thereby ensuring no contamination
from the plate will affect the THC/CBD analysis. In the described
protocol, sample preparation using the Plant Genomics plate in a
Geno-Grinder takes just 2 minutes, as the company announces.

// Phone +49-2383-312254
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Testa Analytical Solutions

// Phone +44-1978-666222
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Porvair Sciences

Photoacoustic Microscope

Dextran Kits

Optimised to Make Sensitive and
Precise Measurements

Analysis of Blood Vessels
Semiconductor test equipment supplier
Advantest Corporation has announced
its newest photoacoustic microscope,
the Hadatamo Z (Zeta). Noninvasively
acquiring blood vessel information
within the dermis, the system visualizes the vessels as 3D images at high
speed. Visualization of vascular network within the dermis is difficult with
conventional imaging techniques,
which have low resolution or shallow
measurement depth. The new system
is able to display 3D images of the vascular network by determining blood
vessel structures with photoacoustic
waves and dermis structures with ultrasonic waves. It then superimposes them to render 3D images with high resolution improved
by a newly designed ultrasonic sensor. Information on blood vessels
within the dermis is important for developments in the beauty and
cosmetic field as well as the medical field. The Hadatomo is a photoacoustic microscope with great portability and excellent operability, equipped with a measurement unit mounted on a flexible
arm, built on a system unit with caster wheels. It can radiate photoacoustic waves with two different wavelengths alternately.
// Phone +49-89-993120
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Advantest
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For Cannabis Samples

For GPC/SEC Calibration

The calibration of a GPC/SEC-system is a time-consuming process
as it requires the accurate weighing of a larger number of different
molar mass reference materials for every single calibration. PSS
Ready-Cals allow for the rapid preparation of reproducible calibration curves without the inconvenience of individually weighing the
standards. Just add mobile phase directly to the Ready-Cal autosampler vials filled with a pre-weighed mixture of high quality reference
materials with precise concentrations and molar masses. New in
the PSS Ready-Cal family are the Dextran Ready-Cals: 9 different
standards with Mp 1808 —8 298 0008 Da. It can be used for the
calibration of aqueous GPC/SEC systems. A Set contains 3 x 5 Vials
with 1.5 ml for five calibrations.
// Phone +49-6131-962390
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com:
PSS Polymer Standards Service
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UHPLC System

For Analyzing Protein-based Pharmaceuticals
Shimadzu has introduced the new Nexera Bio solution, a biocompatible Ultra-High Performance Liquid Chromatography (UHPLC) system.
It offers the same reliability, robustness and expandability as other
Nexera series UHPLC systems as Shimadzu states. It is suited for analyzing protein-based pharmaceuticals, antibody drugs and other substances developed or manufactured using biotechnologies. The Nexera Bio is compatible with mobile phase solvents containing high
concentrations of salts or acids, and has also been designed to inhibit peak tailing caused by adsorption to tubing.
Furthermore Nexera Bio is equipped with product features such as
maximum corrosion resistance, low surface activity and minimized
sample loss. In the Nexera Bio system, crucial metal-free components
define the wetted surfaces while maintaining a high-efficiency flow
path (66 MPa). The system is unaffected by high salt content (KH2PO4
in H3PO4) or ion pairing agents (NH4PF6). It consists of stainless steel
casing reinforced PEEK tubing (poly ether ether ketone), a high-performance engineered polymer with mechanical and chemical resistance properties.
// Phone +49-203-7687410
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Shimadzu

DryLab®4. Right First Time. Every Time.
Software for U(H)PLC Modeling

Saves

up
to

97%

Method Runtime

Pittcon
Booth
# 3201

DryLab reduces HPLC runtime
up to 40-fold while delivering
improved selectivity.[1]
[1] Schmidt, Molnár / J. Pharm. Biomed. Anal. 78–79 (2013) 65–74

and

With DryLab, the time needed for
HPLC method development is
reduced up to 12-fold.[2]

Development Time

[2] Kochling et al. / J. Pharm. Biomed. Anal. 125 (2016) 130–139

up
to

92%

www.molnar-institute.com
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Drum Blenders

Mass Spectrometry Software

Mixomat drum blenders are
used in the chemical, pharmaceutical and food industry for
blending bulk materials. They
are produced by Fuchs and ideal
for not optimally free-flowing
powders and granules the company states. The Mixomat drum
blender program is modularly
designed and includes blenders
for all types of container sizes
and applications.
The laboratory blender Mixomat A is ideal for carrying out
on-demand blending using containers of 3 to 26 litre capacities
with a maximum working load
of 25 kg. This blender is fitted with the same characteristics of the
large-sized drum blenders and can be directly used on site or in
laboratory environment. The Mixomat A can also be fitted with a
second drum holder and is, as an option, available as comfort series
or ecoline version. The blending drum is filled to a maximum of
70% of its capacity and rotated around its own axes during a preselected blending time. Because the blending drum is mounted at
an inclined position on the drum holder, the blending effect is
three-dimensional. Blending is carried out gently and free of residuals.
The Mixomat A comfort series is controlled by a PLC (Siemens
Logo 8) and includes a HMI colour 4” touch screen, a main and an
emergency switch, a speed regulation from 7 to 35 rpm, programming of the blending time and recipes. The lower cost ecoline blender version includes a main switch, a start and a stop switch. A powerful 230 V single-phase DC geared-motor drives the blender by
means of a roller chain. The blender is supplied with a 3 m mains
cable without plug.

Pharmaceutical scientists are now able to overcome challenges
associated with the identification and characterization of small
molecules and their fragments with Thermo Scientific Mass Frontier 8.0 software, which quickly translates complex data into actionable, shareable knowledge. According to Thermo Fisher Scientific the software enables scientists to go from complex data to
actionable, shareable insights by making unknowns known through
searching deconvoluted components against mz Cloud, a comprehensive mass-spectral database. In combination with the Thermo
Scientific Orbitrap ID-X Tribrid Mass Spectrometer (see Picture)
supporting the Thermo Scientific Aquire X intelligent MSn data
acquisition strategy, Mass Frontier 8.0 software can be used to
capture more low-abundance analytes through streamlined data
analysis and mass spectral prediction tools. This eliminates the
labor-intensive and time-consuming steps analysts face when identifying small-molecules and their respective fragments using traditional solutions, providing greater insights, understanding and
confidence when turning data into actionable knowledge.

// Phone +41-26-510-1000
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Fuchs Maschinen

// Phone +1-562-335-8318
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Thermo Fisher Scientific

Blending Bulk Materials

Identify small-molecules
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Single-use Bioreactor

Expansion of Consistent Quality Cell Products
The Biostat RM TX single-use bioreactor is a new wave mixed system developed by Sartorius Stedim Biotech (SSB) specifically for closed,
automated expansion of consistent quality cell products such as ex vivo cellular immunotherapies. This new GMP platform combines SSB’s
established single-use Flexsafe bag technology with the company’s expertise in
biopharmaceutical automation. It is designed for scale-out expansion of cells
including patient-specific T cells. The closed system consists of an automated
control unit and a up to two rocking platforms to gently agitate single-use
Flexsafe RM TX bags (up to 5 L working volume). The bag is the core of the
system and built on SSB’s Flexsafe film, which is already well-established from
clinical development to GMP manufacturing of vaccines and biologics. The
film formulation is developed to minimize leachables
and extractables, guaranteeing consistent batchto-batch culture performance of even sensitive cell
types. The proprietary Flexsafe RM TX bag is designed with a special port for hands-free gravity
harvesting. In combination with the Flexsafe RM
TX Harvest Device it reduces the contamination
risks, maintaining cell integrity and cell viability.
// Phone +49-551-308-4028
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com:
Sartorius Stedim Biotech

The new XRF Series Dies for 39/40 mm aluminum-cups
or steel rings, suitable for every press in your lab.
As example: the MP250M!
For all other purposes, we offer a wide
range of die sets from 3 to 50 mm.
Made in Germany.

Laboratory blender
MIXOMAT mini
for containers up to 2 litres

www.fuchsag.com
LAB Worldwide  February 2019
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Inert Gas Fusion

Analyzer for Oxygen, Nitrogen, and Hydrogen
The new G6 Leonardo from Bruker is an inert gas fusion (IGF) analyzer for oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen (ONH) concentration measurements in inorganic samples. The G6 Leonardo extends Bruker’s line
of high-precision, compact and easy-to-maintain analyzers by introducing its Sample Care into IGF-analysis for metals and ceramics. The
G6 Leonardo with Sample Care technology deploys the reliable Smart
Molecule Sequence for robust and precise elemental analysis of ONH.
With its pre-calibrated standard methods and argon carrier gas instead
of helium, the G6 Leonardo addresses the needs of industrial process
and quality control for easy and cost-effective operation. Sample Care
employed in the G6 Leonardo includes EZ Drive, the proven electronic motion module for automatic and torque limited positioning of the
crucible, operating without additional need for compressed air. It
ensures improved electrical contact between crucible and electrodes,
while protecting the crucible against damage. Sample Care is completed by a water-cooled sample port, that protects delicate samples
from undesirable heating and hydrogen losses, as well as a high-capacity dust trap and an in-line particle filtering system.
// Phone +49-721-5952888
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Bruker
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Spectrophotometer

Getting to the Smaller Details of Photometry

The Jenway Genova Nano Micro-Volume UV/Visible Spectrophotometer is qualified for frequently work with small volume samples. The
system provided by Cole-Parmer minimises losses of samples while
reducing the need for dilutions and the requirement for cuvettes.
The Jenway Genova Nano technology is ideal to undertake frequent
purity and concentration measurements of micro-volumes (0.5 µl).
Ultra-micro volume cuvettes are available, accommodating sample
volumes as little as 20 ul. If the sample is of a sufficient concentration

it is recommended to use a Traycell. It is a fiber-optic, ultra-micro
cell designed for measurements of extremely small sample volumes
of DNA, RNA or protein (0.7 µl), with sample concentrations ranging
from 25 to 4250 µg/ml. The dimensions of the Traycell are equivalent
to a standard 10 mm path length cuvette and so will fit in all Jenway
spectrophotometers and micro-cuvette holders.
// Phone +44-1480-272279
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Cole-Parmer

Bioreactor

Developing
3D Cell Cultures

Hot. Cold. Flexible.
The new Cero system from OLS
Omni Life Science is a benchtop
3D incubator and bioreactor,
suited to culture spheroids, organoids and human tissue specimen. The Cero bioreactor delivers a benchtop cell culture system with controlled temperature, CO2, pH and agitation of up
to four 50 ml culture vessels.
Optimized protocols and automatic procedures accelerate cell
expansion, differentiation and
maturation for optimized cell
yield, enabling reduced media
consumption and increased
work productivity. What makes
Cero unique is the ability to keep
cells and aggregates in floatation
with virtually no shear force.
This feature stems from a combination of tube rotation with proprietary patented tube design,
which allows for healthy longterm cultures for up to several
months. According to the company this provides more mature
and functional validated cells.
// Phone +49-421-276169-0
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: OLS Omni Life Science
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DYNEO - New temperature control
technology for demanding applications
Powerful refrigerated circulators have a
temperature range of -50 °C to +200 °C
with a heating capacity of 2 kW. With their
high heating and cooling capacities and
forward-facing control, DYNEO units are
designed for modern laboratories.
Units of the DYNEO series are user-focused,
with a unique rotary knob for a new,
modern method of control. Conveniently
located on the front side of the circulator
head, it provides direct access to the menu
for control of all functions and settings.

www.julabo.com
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Laboratory Automation

Automated Tube Picking
The manual tube picking from 96-position racks is time consuming.
The Mohawk from Ziath is a semi-automated tube picker for frozen
or thawed sample tube picking from 96-position racks. It has been
designed to work out of the box, and needs no set up or calibration.
Instrument control is through the new user friendly software which
provides an intuitive interface for easy operation. Tubes can be
picked from a single rack or a picklist can be set up to select tubes
across multiple racks. Pick list operations are normally started from
reading the 1D code on a rack placed onto the Mohawk, but manual selection is also possible. Other key features include the ability
to generate picklists externally in other software applications, or
create a template using the Mohawk’s own software. For extra sample tracking and security, the Mohawk can be connected directly
to a 2D-barcode scanner for tube confirmation.
// Phone +44-1223-8550210
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Ziath

Ultrasonic flowmeters

From 0.002 to 20 litres/minute

THE EXHIBITION
OF LABORATORY MATERIALS
AND SERVICES SUPPLIERS

26 27 28
MARCH
2019
Paris expo Porte de Versailles
Hall 4 - France

The Atrato range
of inline low
flow flowmeters from Titan Enterprises
use patented ultrasonic technology, which
enables it to operate with high
accuracy over very wide flow ranges (0.002 to 20 litres/minute). Its rugged,
clean bore construction makes the Atrato ideal for
a wide range of low flow application, from research and development, to industrial processes and even metering of chemically
challenging liquids.
// Phone +44-20-8546-0869
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Titan Enterprises

8 Step Guide

Ensure Cleanliness of Balances
If you work in a lab, then you know that clean balances can help
minimize cross-contamination risk, promote accuracy and reduce
equipment failure. However, clean balances also help to protect
technician health. The good news is that cleaning a balance and
keeping it clean can be quick and easy—as long as you know the
steps to take. Mettler Toledo’s white paper “8 Steps to a Clean Balance — and 5 Solutions to Keep It Clean” covers information such
as how often to clean a balance, how to handle balance components,
and which cleaning agents to use. Using the mildest agents possible
based on weighed substances and balance design helps to further
limit operator exposure and reduce the risk of undesirable cross-reactions or residues. You can dowload the whitepaper for free at the
Mettler Toledo webpage (www.mt.comus/en/home/library/guides.
html).
// Phone +41-44-9442211
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Mettler Toledo
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Imaging

Cation Exchange Column Line

Decode 3D Biology

Ion-Exchange Columns

Leica Microsystems has launched a new class of instruments for
high-speed, high-quality imaging of a large diversity of samples.
Thunder Imagers allow to visualize clearly in real time details even
deep inside thick samples of biologically relevant models like model organisms, tissue sections, and 3D cell cultures. As it says in a
press release, this makes Thunder Imager a cost-effective and
speedy alternative to methods like structured illumination or spinning disc. Thunder Imager eliminates the out-of-focus blur that
clouds the view of thick samples when using camera-based fluorescence microscopes. This is achieved with a new opto-digital
method created by Leica Microsystems called Computational Clearing. The new technology makes visualization and analysis of large
volume, thick specimens ideal for many biomedical applications
where they are required, including regenerative medicine, cancer,
and stem cell research to decode 3D biology in real time.

Waters introduced a new cation exchange column line with specialized consumables to simplify and improve the characterization
and monitoring of monoclonal antibody (mAb) therapeutics. The
new Bioresolve SCX mAb Columns and Vanguard FIT Cartridge
technologies, together with a suite of complementary consumables,
enable mAb charge-variant analyses as required by the World
Health Organization, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, and
the International Conference on Harmonization for confirming the
efficacy and safety of biologics and biosimilars within discovery,
development, and manufacturing applications. Bioresolve SCX
mAb Columns contain a strong-cation exchanger based on a novel
polymeric composition, hydrophilic coating and multi-component
surface chemistry. The base material consists of three-micron
non-porous particles for optimal diffusion kinetics, high pressure
capability and compatibility with HPLC, UHPLC and UPLC methods.

// Phone +49-6441-294099
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Leica Microsystems

// Phone +491-508-4782000
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Waters

SMALL CENTRIFUGES
Benchtop performance in a compact footprint
- Compact footprint saves bench space
- Fast and multifunctional, performance when you need it
- Versatility for small and large labs

www.hettichlab.com
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Rotary Vane Pump

Ideal for Working with Aggressive Gases
With the new Pascal 2021 HW, Pfeiffer Vacuum presents a two-stage
rotary vane pump with high vapor capacity. According to the company it is optimally suited for all applications where water vapor is expected, such as low temperature sterilization and drying. An optimized design and gas ballast system allows to pump large volumes of
vapor without condensation inside the pump. This should prevent
accumulation of fluid that would adversely affect the service life of the
pump and the oil. Thanks to the materials used, the Pascal 2021 HW
also resists aggressive chemicals such as hydrogen peroxide. The
pump is ready to deliver vapor in just a few minutes due to a customized temperature management. It has a safety device that impedes
the ingress of water into functional sections if the steam capacity is
inadvertently exceeded. With accessories such as oil mist filter and
inlet traps, the pump can be adapted to most processes. Thanks to its
compactness, the Pascal 2021 HW is also ideal for installation into
equipment. An oil drain valve simplifies the maintenance in confined
spaces. The single-phase universal motor allows for operation almost
everywhere in the world.
// Phone +49-6441-8020
LAB Info: More on lab-worldwide.com: Pfeiffer Vacuum
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The strongest network in India
The world’s largest network of trade fairs for laboratory
technology, instrumental analysis and biotechnology features
the complete range of products and services for all of your
laboratory needs—in industry and research. The scientific highlight is the analytica conference, where the international elite
discusses analysis trends in chemistry and the life sciences.

April 16–17, 2019 l Mumbai
www.indialabexpo.com

September 19–21, 2019 l Hyderabad

www.analyticaindia.com

International Trade Fair for Laboratory Technology,
Analysis, Biotechnology and Diagnostics

Highlights
in 2019:
Two dates,
two locations
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A class of its own

The Prominence series is perfect for LC, GPC and IC applications or
as LC-MS front-end
The Prominence LC-20A modular HPLC system
combines optimum flexibility with increased productivity and performance. It provides the ultimate
platform for user benefits in all application fields,
such as pharmaceutical, (bio-)chemical, environmental and food analysis.
Superior performance
through powerful modules, merging productivity
with best possible accuracy and reliability
Customized hardware configuration
provides solution-oriented systems for full flexibility,
compatibility and expandability
w w w. s h i m a d z u .e u /prominence

Flexible software control
through Shimadzu LabSolutions LC/GC, LC-MS
or DB/CS software, software packages from other
vendors are also supported
F DA 21 CFR Part 11 compliance
for stand-alone workstation as well as network
environments

